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Introduction

4DMRI

• Increasing interest in 4DMRI for imaging respiratory 

motion

– No imaging dose to patient

– Can image breath-to-breath variability

• Use DIR to determine motion from 4DMRI images

– Plan and guide RT and other interventions

– Motion compensated image reconstructions 



Introduction

4DMRI

• ‘True’ 4DMRI

– Sample full 3D volume at each timepoint

– Poor image quality

• ‘Retrospectively sorted’ 4DMRI

– Sample different parts of data at different timepoints

– Sort into coherent 3D volumes

• Surrogate signal(s), image based metric

– Need to acquire all data in every respiratory state

• Can lead to long acquisition times

• And/or artefacts in images



Introduction

Respiratory motion models

• Surrogate-driven respiratory motion models relate 

internal motion of interest to easily measured 

respiratory surrogate signal(s)

– Skin surface/marker, spirometry, pressure belt, MR 

navigator, diaphragm, etc.

– Can be ‘derived’ surrogate signals,

• e.g. respiratory phase, gradient of measured signal

McClelland et al 2013, “Respiratory motion models: A review”



Introduction

Respiratory motion models

• Usual approach to fitting motion models:

Respiratory surrogate signal(s)

Imaging data Motion measurements

Correspondence model
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Introduction

Respiratory motion models – new framework

• Combines image registration and fitting motion models

– Directly optimise motion model on all image data simultaneously

– Allows use of ‘partial’ imaging data (slices, projections, k-space)

– Can iterate between fitting model and reconstructing image

• Only requires enough data to fit model and reconstruct single image

– Not necessary to sample every respiratory state at every location

• Generalised framework, can use many different:

– Registration algorithms 
• similarity measure, constraint terms, transformation model, optimisation algorithm,

– Correspondence models and surrogate signals,

– Imaging modalities and reconstruction methods.

McClelland et al, WBIR 2014



Multi-slice MR data

acquisition

• Acquired during free breathing from one volunteer

• 30 adjacent sagittal slices covering both lungs

– Slice thickness 10 mm, in-slice resolution 1.77 x 1.77 mm

– Each slice imaged 10 times

– ~1 min to acquire (~5 f.p.s.)

• Acquisition repeated 5 times

– 2 mm LR shift between acquisitions

– 150 overlapping slices

• Surrogate signal acquired from MR-compatible ABC device 

working passively as a spirometer
– Kaza et al, PMB, 2015



Multi-slice MR data

processing

• Pre-processing

– Account for drift in ABC signal, segment lungs in MR images

• Implemented framework using NiftyReg DIR software*

– B-spline transformations, SSD, conjugate gradient

• ‘5D’ correspondence model

– Relates motion to value and gradient of surrogate signal

– Can model intra- and inter-cycle variations in motion

• Motion compensated image reconstruction (MCIR)

– Exp. 1: 30 adjacent slices, average deformed slices.

– Exp. 2: 150 overlapping slices, super-resolution (iterative back-projection).

*http://cmictig.cs.ucl.ac.uk/research/software/niftyreg



Multi-slice MR data – Exp. 1 Results

30 adjacent slices: average MCIR

Dynamic image data MCIR animated by motion modelColour overlay comparison



Multi-slice MR data – Exp. 2 Results

150 overlapping slices: super-resolution MCIR

Dynamic image data MCIR animated by motion modelColour overlay comparison



Multi-slice MR data – Results

Real vs Simulated Dynamic Images

Original Exp. 1 Exp. 2



Multi-slice MR data – Results

non-MCIRs vs MCIRs

non-MC  Average MC Average non-MC  Super-Res MC Super-Res



Multi-slice MR data – Results

MIPs

MIPs from average 

MCIR

MIPs from super-

resolution MCIR



Digital Phantom Experiment



Digital Phantom Experiment

Results

• Displacement Field Error (in pixels)

• Comparing MCIR with true reference-state image

MCIR Mean Std. Dev. 95th Percentile

Avg. – model 0.84 0.80 2.47

Avg. – no motion 2.83 2.02 6.91

S-R – model 0.39 0.48 1.38

S-R – no motion 2.98 1.93 6.56

MCIR
Absolute Intensity Difference Correlation 

Coefficient

Mean Std. Dev. 95th Percentile

Avg. – model 63.66 120.42 365.63 0.93

Avg. – no motion 101.49 170.14 484.51 0.85

S-R – model 45.37 76.04 209.13 0.97

S-R – no motion 101.65 175.56 515.81 0.83



Digital Phantom Experiment - Results

30 adjacent slices: average MCIR



Digital Phantom Experiment - Results

150 overlapping slices: super-resolution MCIR



Digital Phantom Experiment – Results

non-MCIRs vs MCIRs

non-MC  Average MC Average non-MC  Super-Res MC Super-Res



Conclusions

• Developed general framework

– Combines image registration, respiratory motion models, and motion 

compensated image reconstruction

– Wide range of potential uses for RT and other applications

• Applied framework to sagittal multi-slice MR data

– Promising looking results on real data using:

• Average MCIR

• Super-resolution MCIR

– Good results on phantom data



Future work

• Tailor framework for MR data:

– Acquisition protocol, surrogate signal(s), tune parameters

• Validate using:

– Volunteer data, patient data, phantoms (software and hardware)

• Utilise models for:

– Planning and guiding RT delivery,

– Motion compensating ‘functional’ image data (PET, MR,…)



Future work

• Implement framework for other types of data:

– CT volumes/slices, CBCT projections, K-space data, US, …

• Explore different registration algorithms:

– Diffeomorphic transformations

– Account for sliding motion

• Further explore use of iterative image reconstruction methods,

– Simultaneously optimise motion model and reconstructed image

– Joint Algebraic Motion and Image Estimation (JAMIE)



That’s me finished … any questions?


